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ENTANGLED :  
Canadian Engagement in Haiti ,  

1968–2010

Andrew S. Thompson

Introduction

Since the late 1960s, Haiti has occupied a disproportionately large place in 
Canadian foreign policy decision making. Despite its small size, Haiti—
perhaps the quintessential fragile state—has been, and continues to be, a 
strategic priority for Canada.1 For more than four decades, Canada has 
been engaged in an ongoing international reconstruction effort in Haiti, 
an engagement that has only increased since the earthquake of 12 January 
2010 that levelled the capital, Port-au-Prince.

This chapter offers a brief survey of Canada’s involvement in Haiti 
from the Duvalierist period to the earthquake of 2010. The record is 
mixed. At times Canada used its diplomatic, economic, and military re-
sources to advance and protect democracy and human rights. Yet there 
were other moments when its motives and actions were less benevolent, 
even counter-productive. Given the long history of relations between the 
two countries, this variation is hardly surprising. For nearly half a century, 
Canada has been entangled in Haiti’s affairs, unable to divorce itself from 
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the tiny Caribbean island nation’s troubles. Although it is a rich source 
of talented, francophone professionals, who maintain their homeland’s 
political profile in Canada, Haiti’s strategic and economic value to Can-
ada is minimal. However, its geographic proximity to the United States, 
which has a strong stake in regional stability, and the centrality of the 
Canada-US relationship, means that Ottawa does not have the luxury of 
being able to ignore this island country.

Although it is by no means a passive actor, much of Canada’s involve-
ment in Haiti has been reactive, responding to both internal conflicts and 
exogenous threats. Indeed, the history of Canada’s involvement in Haiti 
is as much the story of Haitian agency as it is about Canada’s attempts to 
bring stability to a fragile state, and the relationship between the two coun-
tries has been far from asymmetrical, even though the former is a member 
of the G7 and the latter the poorest country in the western hemisphere. 
Broadly, Haiti is representative of the central dilemma that fragile states 
pose to developed countries in an age of globalization and interconnect-
edness: they are too complex to “fix,” yet too volatile to be left alone.

Duvalierism

Dr. François “Papa Doc” Duvalier preyed on Haitians with a 
ruthlessness that made the regime an international pariah during 
his fourteen-year reign as Haiti’s president, from 1957 to 1971. Black, 
rather than a member of the mulatto population (who comprised the is-
land’s traditional economic and political elites), charismatic, nationalis-
tic, educated, and fluent in French and Creole, Duvalier seemed the ideal 
candidate to lead Haiti, at least in the eyes of the Haitian military, which 
hoped he could win the support of the people without diminishing the 
authority of the army. But as Michel S. Laguerre argues in his pioneer-
ing book The Military and Society in Haiti, those who backed him un-
derestimated him. Elected in 1957, Duvalier understood power—not only 
how to acquire it but also how to consolidate and hold onto it. He did so 
through a combination of tactics: practising divide-and-conquer politics, 
neutralizing and even eliminating real and potential opponents, engag-
ing in strong-man rule, and employing state terror through his infamous 
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henchmen, the Tontons Macoutes.2 Declaring himself “President for Life” 
in 1964, he finally relinquished control of the country on 21 April 1971, 
dying peacefully in his sleep, but not before naming his son, Jean-Claude 
“Baby Doc” Duvalier, as his successor.

The “Baby Doc” era began with cautious hope in Haiti and abroad 
that things would be different. Duvalier advocated what he called “Jean- 
Claudism.” According to political scientist Robert Fatton, Jr., this was a 
“relatively ‘open’ technocratic project” in which the president liberalized 
the economy, “stopped the worst excesses of the macoutes, tolerated some 
dissent, and rehabilitated the army as an institution.”3 Encouraged by the 
prospect of reform, international donors—including Canada—responded 
by funding millions of dollars’ worth of development assistance. In 1973, 
the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) gave Haiti a 
modest grant of US$150,000 to subsidize existing agricultural projects be-
ing administered by France; the amount of the subsidy was later increased 
to US$7.24 million.4 The following year, CIDA sponsored two additional 
projects worth almost US$5 million.5 CIDA subsequently added another 
US$2 million over a five-year period, and sent US$1.17 million in food 
assistance.6 In 1977–78, CIDA committed an additional US$39 million to 
Haiti over the next four years, US$21 million of which was allocated to a 
soil rejuvenation project in Nippes.7 By the end of the decade, Canadian 
bilateral assistance to Haiti was second only to that of the United States. 
Much of the money was channelled through development organizations 
and faith-based groups, many of whom had been operating in the country 
since the 1940s.8 Nonetheless, by the early 1980s, as Duvalierism began to 
flounder, officials at CIDA began to doubt the merits of its programs and 
to pull back funds on the grounds that the Haitian government had not 
contributed its share of funds for joint projects.9

The timing of Canada’s development assistance to Haiti coincided 
with Washington’s re-engagement with the Caribbean country through 
the 1970s. From 1976 to 1978, the United States Agency for International 
Development (USAID) issued nearly US$43 million in government-to- 
government grants, and worked closely with the Inter-American Develop-
ment Bank (IDB) and the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) 
on a Disaster Preparedness Project. It also pledged an additional US$86 
million over five years for a food-for-work program to bolster agricultural 
production.10 
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USAID assistance to Haiti was, in part, a response to Washington’s 
concerns about illegal immigration. During the 1970s, large numbers of 
unskilled Haitians had fled the country in tiny wooden ships headed for 
other Caribbean countries and the US mainland.11 By the early 1980s, 
“Haitian boat people” had become a contentious political issue in a num-
ber of southern states, most notably Florida and Missouri. The issue was 
made worse in 1981, when Haiti’s precarious economy was hit hard by a 
series of external and internal shocks. Hurricane Allen and an outbreak 
of African swine fever virus devastated much of Haiti’s agricultural pro-
duction.12 To further Haiti’s economic woes, the country’s bauxite reserves 
were almost depleted and tourism was on the decline. USAID responded 
to the swine fever crisis by launching the controversial, and largely in-
effective, Interim Swine Repopulation Project, which imported pigs from 
the United States to Haiti, while Republican President Ronald Reagan pro-
vided US$5 million in emergency economic aid in return for an agree-
ment with the Duvalier government that permitted the US Coast Guard 
to repatriate any Haitian intercepted at sea.13

But “Baby Doc” Duvalier proved as repressive as his father, and by 
the early 1980s, confidence in the new regime had collapsed, so much so 
that Washington cut off aid on the grounds that Haitian authorities had  
violated its citizens’ freedoms.14 Within the country, Haiti’s faltering econ-
omy and massive trade deficit, combined with widespread tax evasion and 
embezzlement of foreign aid by government officials, fuelled the flames of  
anti-Duvalier sentiment. By 1986, the nation had had enough. Anti- 
Duvalier riots broke out across the country. To escape, “Baby Doc” board-
ed a US plane for France, while Tontons Macoutes were dragged into the 
streets and killed by angry mobs, thus bringing a violent end to twen-
ty-nine years of Duvalierism.

Transition

Jean-Claude Duvalier’s departure put immediate pressure on international 
donors to assist Haiti with its transition from dictatorship to democrat-
ic rule. USAID asked Congress to fund programs aimed at promoting 
both the welfare of the population and private sector development in 
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light assembly manufacturing.15 Similarly, in March 1987, CIDA granted 
US$10.51 million in bilateral assistance—roughly three times the amount 
given the year before—to help prepare Haitians for the upcoming elec-
tions.16 Minister for External Relations Monique Landry even travelled to 
Haiti to discuss Canada’s role in supporting the country’s new Interim 
Development Program, and invite the country’s new leadership to attend 
the summit of La Francophonie, which was to take place in Quebec City 
in September.17 Little did anyone know at the time that the transition from 
dictatorship to democracy would prove so difficult, violent, and costly.

To fill the void left behind by Duvalierism, a provisional military gov-
ernment, the Conseil National de Gouvernement (CNG), was established 
under the direction of General Henri Namphy. The initial activities of the 
CNG were encouraging. Upon assuming office, Namphy scheduled the 
first and second rounds of the presidential elections for November 1987 
and February 1988. He also created a constitutional assembly with an 
assortment of Haitian stakeholders charged with rewriting the constitu-
tion to check the power of the president and the military.18 On the hu-
man rights front, he freed political prisoners, welcomed back exiles, and 
announced that the Macoutes would be disbanded.19 Moreover, a team 
of UN observers led by Canadian Michel Gauvin—an experienced and 
outspoken diplomat who had previously served in Vietnam, the Congo, 
and the Dominican Republic—reported that it was satisfied that the CNG 
was relying less on terror and intimidation to govern and more on due 
process of law. Of the six human rights cases it presented to the United 
Nations Human Rights Commission, only one involved a violation that 
had occurred after Duvalier’s departure.20 

But Haitians were no more empowered after the revolution than they 
had been under Duvalier. They had displaced the president and the Ton-
tons Macoutes, but the military quickly filled the vacuum. The months 
leading up to the November 1987 presidential election were particularly 
violent. In July, wide-scale, state-sponsored violence broke out as reports 
emerged that the CNG was using force to bar church groups and unions 
from fielding candidates. Four weeks later, the human rights group Wash-
ington Office on Haiti reported that the Tontons Macoutes, in league with 
wealthy landowners, had massacred between three hundred and seven 
hundred farmers in the rural town of Jean-Rabel who were suspected of 
belonging to the popular peasant group Tet Ansanm (Heads Together).21 
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The violence mounted as Duvalierists launched an aggressive cam-
paign to reclaim power. On 2 November, supporters of the former presi-
dent, who were barred from holding office under the new constitution, 
burned down the Provisional Electoral Council headquarters, attacked 
human rights activist and leader of the Christian Democratic Party Syl-
vio Claude, and fired machine guns at a voter registration office.22 On 
election day, 29 November, roughly thirty voters in Port-au-Prince were 
gunned down while waiting to cast their ballots. Namphy responded 
by suspending the election. The Haitian military then arrested and exe-
cuted forty-six Haitians from the area for having involved themselves in 
pro-democracy demonstrations.23 

The brutal act was met with widespread international condemnation. 
After the massacre, USAID slashed its bilateral assistance from US$96.5 
million to $36.9 million.24 In Canada, the opposition Liberal Party called 
on the Mulroney government to reduce aid or cut it off altogether. The 
Conservatives replied that any action taken would be in concert with UN 
Security Council resolutions.25 Meanwhile, Ottawa recalled its ambassa-
dor to Haiti in protest nine days after the incident. On 8 January 1988, 
CIDA announced that until there was a legitimate election all funds for 
Haiti would be channelled through NGOs, private Canadian businesses, 
and multilateral organizations.26 At first, the decision to use aid as lever-
age for democratic reforms seemed to be working. Shortly after the aid 
transfers stopped, Namphy announced that a new round of presidential 
elections was scheduled for 17 January 1988.

Historian Leslie Manigat won the election, but many in the inter-
national community contested the legitimacy of the results, in part be-
cause of reports of widespread human rights violations.27 Washington 
considered the election to be undemocratic. In the Canadian House of 
Commons, the Liberals denounced the events in Haiti, calling it a “Ma-
coute election,” and asked the government whether it would recognize 
the newly elected Haitian government. The parliamentary secretary to 
the minister for external relations admitted that all the government could 
do was denounce the election, conceding that the CNG was the effective 
governing authority.28 In March, a Canadian parliamentary delegation 
travelled to Haiti to meet with President Manigat, hoping that diplomatic 
pressure would convince Haiti’s new leader that new elections were urgent. 
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Meanwhile, the situation in Haiti continued to disintegrate. Six 
months after the election, the UN reported that conditions in Haiti had be-
come as oppressive as those under Duvalierism, estimating that more than 
five hundred Haitians had lost their lives to political violence.29 According 
to Professor Michel S. Laguerre, the loss of funds from the international 
community angered the country’s economic elite, whose livelihood de-
pended, in part, on the revenue from aid projects. Namphy’s answer to the 
instability was to re-take power, deposing Manigat on 19 June 1988. Two 
months later, soldiers killed eleven people, injured another seventy, and 
burned down St. Jean Bosco Church in a failed attempt to assassinate the 
popular Catholic priest (and future president) Jean-Bertrand Aristide.30 
Predictably, mass opposition to the government erupted. Fearing a popu-
lar rebellion, the military hierarchy took matters into its own hands. Six 
days after the St. Jean Bosco burning, the Haitian army under the com-
mand of Lieutenant-General Prosper Avril removed Namphy from office.

The Avril regime was little better than the one it succeeded. A UN Hu-
man Rights Council (UNHRC) fact-finding mission reported in February 
1989 that human rights conditions were only slightly more humane under 
the new government.31 Nevertheless, both Washington and Ottawa agreed 
to assist Avril with the transition to democracy. In the US, Congress 
pledged US$50 million in economic assistance once a new government 
was democratically elected.32 For its part, CIDA granted US$22.1 million 
($10.16 million of which was in the form of direct bilateral assistance) and 
launched a four-year AIDS prevention program with McGill University, 
the Pan American Health Organization, and the World Health Organ-
ization.33 Under close and sustained international scrutiny for his gov-
ernment’s lacklustre human rights record, Avril was eventually forced to 
concede the presidency to civilian Ertha Pascal-Trouillot in March 1990.34

Like her predecessors, Pascal-Trouillot’s principal responsibility was 
to organize a new round of presidential elections. Once again, both Wash-
ington and Ottawa offered significant material support for the elections. 
In addition to a number of development projects, USAID provided tech-
nical assistance and elections training programs. Similarly, four days af-
ter taking office, CIDA rewarded the new Haitian leader with an initial 
US$150,000 in humanitarian aid. This was followed up with US$1 million 
in food aid and “small, labour-intensive community projects,” and another 
US$1 million through Elections Canada in support for the election.35 To 
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her credit, Pascal-Trouillot was good on her promise to hold new elections, 
thus bringing to an end five years of turbulence marked by mass human 
rights violations. 

Aristide

On 16 December 1990, Aristide and his Lavalas Party won 67 percent of 
the popular vote in what observers considered to be Haiti’s first legitimate 
election since the 1986 revolution. After twenty-nine years of Duvalierism 
and five years of military rule, it finally seemed as though the difficult 
transition from dictatorship to democracy was over. A populist, Aristide 
implemented political and economic reforms that would redistribute 
wealth within the country, steps that certainly angered the Haitian elite. 
As a result, on 30 September 1991, eight months into Aristide’s term, Lt.- 
General Raoul Cédras and the Front pour l’Avancement et le Progrès Haitien 
(FRAPH) staged a coup d’état that forced Aristide to flee the country.

Predictably, the coup aroused widespread condemnation and prompt-
ed the international community to intervene. On 3 October, the Orga-
nization of American States (OAS) called on foreign governments and 
the UN Security Council to impose diplomatic sanctions and suspend 
all commercial relations. Six days later, it sent a civilian-led mission to 
Haiti, the “OAS-DEMOC,” to negotiate Aristide’s return to office.36 At the 
same time, Amnesty International reported that in the first few days of the 
coup, the army had murdered more than fifty civilians living in the Cité 
Soleil district of Port-au-Prince, another thirty or forty in the district of 
Lamentin 54, and six more in Gonaïves.37

Canadian prime minister Brian Mulroney was particularly vocal in his 
opposition to the coup. In the House of Commons, he denounced Cédras 
and his followers as a “gang of hoodlums,” and promised that Canada 
would do everything in its power to restore Aristide to his rightful position 
as president.38 Parliament unanimously supported Mulroney’s decision 
to place a moratorium on the return of any Haitian refugee claimants in 
Canada and to cut off all development aid to the Haitian government. Two 
weeks later, Barbara McDougall, who had been Canada’s representative on 
the OAS mission investigating the coup, told the UN General Assembly 
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that neither the international community nor the people of Haiti would 
accept Cédras’s military regime. She encouraged the UN to use its “moral 
force and political will” to return Aristide to power so that the crisis did 
not threaten democracy in the western hemisphere.39 

President Bush, however, had reservations about intervening in Hai-
ti. At a press conference on 4 October—at which Aristide was present—
he acknowledged the crisis in Haiti but refused to send US troops unless 
American lives were in danger.40 Left-wing critics attributed Washington’s 
reluctance to intervene to US commercial interests in the Caribbean coun-
try. According to the National Labor Committee (NLC), companies such 
as Walmart, J. C. Penny, and Sears had been taking advantage of Haiti’s 
inexpensive labour by paying textile workers the equivalent of US$0.14 
per hour without benefits or pensions. One of Aristide’s first measures 
had been to convince the Haitian parliament to raise the minimum wage 
to US$0.37, a policy opposed by many US-based multinationals.41 None-
theless, by the end of October, as the situation continued to deteriorate, 
Bush was forced to act, issuing Executive Order 12779, which required US 
companies to freeze their Haitian assets, halt payments to the regime, and 
suspend trade with Haiti with the exception of food products.42

Canadian, American, and international pressure notwithstanding, 
the human rights situation in Haiti continued to worsen. In January 1992, 
Amnesty International reported that Cédras and his supporters had, in the 
three months since taking control, eliminated all grassroots organizations, 
re-established the authority of regional governors known as the “Chefs de 
Section,” issued “hit lists” on the radio, burned houses, attacked domes-
tic and foreign clergy, and permitted soldiers to use rape as a “weapon of 
terror.”43 Moreover, by February 1992, the United Nations estimated that 
roughly twenty thousand Haitians had fled the country.44 Within months, 
that number had grown to an estimated thirty-four thousand, the major-
ity of whom were destined for the United States. Anxious to avoid a mass 
influx of refugees, Bush issued Executive Order 12807, the Interdiction of 
Illegal Aliens, on 24 May, which instructed the Coast Guard to repatriate 
Haitians without first trying to determine their refugee status.45 

Meanwhile, negotiations were underway to secure Aristide’s return 
to Haiti, but progress was slow as Cédras played for time, even staging 
parliamentary elections in January 1993. Slowly the economic sanctions, 
ineffective at first, began to bite. By the spring of 1993, pressured to find 
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a solution by the “Friends of Haiti,” an ad hoc group that included the 
United States, Canada, France, and Venezuela, government and oppos-
ition representatives met at Governors Island, New York, on 27 June. 
Following six days of negotiations, the two sides agreed to give Aristide 
the authority to choose a prime minister in exchange for an end to the 
sanctions and amnesty for Cédras. The Governors Island Agreement also 
promised international help to reform Haiti’s justice system, the resump-
tion of development assistance, the establishment of a new police force, 
the naming of a new commander-in-chief of the armed forces, and Aris-
tide’s reinstatement on 30 October. Furthermore, the agreement was to be 
monitored by the newly created peacekeeping mission, the UN Mission 
in Haiti (UNMIH) and the UN Civilian Mission in Haiti (MICIVIH). An 
addendum, the New York Pact, called for an end to arbitrary arrests and 
torture, the release of political prisoners, respect for fundamental free-
doms, and compensation for coup victims.46 To ensure compliance, the 

Figure 1: In the early 1990s, Canada and other countries in the ad hoc group “Friends 
of Haiti” set about rebuilding the country’s battered justice system. In this 1994 photo, 
RCMP Inspector Joe Healy lectures Haitian police recruits on criminal law in Port au 
Prince. (Credit: Joe Healy)
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UN Security Council passed a resolution on 16 July imposing a total oil 
and arms embargo until 27 August.

Once again, Cédras proved unwilling to comply and played for time. 
His de facto government refused to cooperate with international forces, 
and even barred the USS Harlan County, a US naval vessel carrying 25 
Canadian and 193 US peacekeepers, from docking.47 On 11 October 1993, 
three days after presenting Parliament with a proposal to create a new 
civilian police force, Aristide’s minister of justice, François-Guy Malary, 
was assassinated. The UN Security Council responded with resolution 
873, re-imposing the oil and arms embargos, and resolution 875, which 
promised “further necessary measures,” thus opening the door to a mil-
itary intervention.48 

Throughout the negotiations, the refugee exodus had continued, de-
spite a plea from Aristide to his fellow Haitians not to circumvent the 
“floating Berlin Wall” that now surrounded the country.49 In the US, do-
mestic criticism of American policy began to mount. In early 1994, the 
Congressional Black Caucus submitted two bills calling on US author-
ities to ensure that their policies toward Haitians intercepted at sea were 
consistent with standards codified in international human rights law. US 
civil society actors also levelled sharp criticism at Washington. On 12 
April, Randall Robinson, the executive director of TransAfrica, began a 
high-profile twenty-seven-day hunger strike on behalf of Haitian refugees 
that drew international attention to US repatriation practices. Weeks later, 
Amnesty International issued a report documenting seventeen cases of 
persecution of Haitians who had been returned to Haiti by US immigra-
tion officials, further underscoring the need for an urgent resolution to the 
situation.50 

The situation remained at an impasse as both sides upped the ante in 
an attempt to force the other to back down. On 26 May, the border be-
tween Haiti and the Dominican Republic was closed, a move designed to 
cut off the military’s access to illegal goods. Cédras countered by expelling 
MICIVIH on 11 July, which effectively forced the UN’s hand. At the end of 
July, the Security Council adopted resolution 940, creating a Multination-
al Force (MNF) whose mandate was to

use all necessary means to facilitate the departure from Hai-
ti of the military leadership, consistent with the Governors 
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Island Agreement, the prompt return of the legitimately elect-
ed President and the restoration of the legitimate authorities 
of the Government of Haiti, and to establish and maintain a 
secure and stable environment that will permit implementa-
tion of the Governors Island Agreement.51

Backed by the MNF and the threat of invasion, President Bill Clinton sent 
former President Jimmy Carter, former Joint Chiefs of Staff chairman Co-
lin Powell, and Senator Sam Nunn, chairman of the Senate Armed Services 
Committee, to Haiti on 17 September to persuade Cédras to comply with 
the Governors Island Agreement. Sensing defeat, Judge Emile Jonaissant, 
whom Cédras had named provisional president, agreed to allow Aristide 
to return and to let Haitian and US forces provide security jointly. In re-
turn, Cédras was granted asylum in Panama.

Sadly, but perhaps not unsurprisingly, governing in the post-coup per-
iod proved difficult despite the UN/OAS presence in the country, as deep 
divisions fostered a climate of political paralysis. During the mid-1990s 
to early 2000s, during the first René Préval administration and the early 
days of the second Aristide administration, the UN had several security 
missions in Haiti, the final one coming to an end in February 2001. As 
the UN mission wound down, the political situation in Haiti became in-
creasingly unstable. Aristide had been re-elected in 2000 under disputed 
circumstances. During his second term he came to rely increasingly on his 
armed militias (Les Chimères) in order to maintain his authority. By 2004, 
anti-Aristide sentiment within the country had grown considerably while 
his international support, especially in Washington, dwindled. 

The Insurrection

On 5 February 2004, a group of former military and paramilitary officials 
known as the “Cannibal Army,” led by Guy Philippe, a former army offi-
cer and police commissioner, and Louis-Jodel Chamblain, the former sec-
ond-in-command of the FRAPH, launched an anti-Aristide insurgency 
that began in the north and quickly made its way south to Port-au-Prince. 
By the end of the month, the situation had deteriorated to the point of 
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crisis. Unlike the situation in the early 1990s, when the international com-
munity had been willing to intervene in Haiti, there was little appetite for 
putting  down the rebels. Instead, the UN allowed Aristide to be forcibly 
boarded onto a US plane destined for the Central African Republic be-
fore the Security Council passed resolution 1529, creating a Multinational 
Interim Force (MIF) to re-establish order in the country,52 and Supreme 
Court President Boniface Alexander was sworn in as interim president, 
thus bringing an end to the insurgency. The following week Gérard La-
tortue, a former economist with the UN, was appointed prime minister of 
an interim government whose principal mandate was to organize a new 
round of elections, which eventually resulted in René Préval becoming 
president for a second time in February 2006.

Canada’s engagement in Haiti has been controversial since 2004. In 
the wake of the insurrection, Canada responded by contributing five hun-
dred soldiers to the MIF, which also consisted of troops from the United 
States, France, and Chile. Once the UN Stabilization Mission in Haiti 
(MINUSTAH) was established and the situation on the ground steadied, 
Canada withdrew the bulk of its forces. Nonetheless the decision to send 
Canadian security forces to Haiti was heavily criticized by civil society 
and Haitian solidarity groups in Canada, even though the UN Security 
Council had authorized the intervention. At issue was President Jean- 
Bertrand Aristide’s departure from office. US Secretary of State Colin Pow-
ell defended the decision to remove Aristide from Haiti, telling the media 
that the UN had “averted a bloodbath.”53 Others, most notably critics on 
the left, such as the Canada Haiti Action Network, found this argument 
to be disingenuous, accusing the Canadian government of supporting of a 
US-led coup against a democratically elected government.54

Following the insurrection, Ottawa made—and continues to make—a 
sizeable financial commitment to the international reconstruction effort. 
From 2004 to 2006, Canada pledged US$97 million to Haiti through the 
international Interim Cooperation Framework, a commitment surpassed 
only by the United States and the European Union. In May 2006, Con-
servative Prime Minister Stephen Harper’s recently elected government 
pledged an additional $48 million for good governance, human rights, 
and debt forgiveness programs, primarily aiming to strengthen the Hai-
tian parliamentary system. A month later, Canada committed $15 mil-
lion in additional aid, and, on 25 July 2006 at the International Donors’ 
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Conference for the Economic and Social Development of Haiti, the federal 
government pledged another $520 million in aid over the next five years. 
And more seemed likely. A December 2006 report from the Standing 
Committee on Foreign Affairs and International Development, entitled 
“Canada’s International Policy Put to the Test in Haiti,” recommended 
that Canada “continue to affirm its commitment to a long-term human 
security, development and democratization strategy for Haiti,” and that it 
do so for a period of at least ten years.55 Harper’s trip to Haiti in July 2007, 
when he ventured into the slums of Cité Soleil, and Minister of Foreign 
Affairs Maxime Bernier’s subsequent visit to Port-au-Prince in February 
2008, were touted as further evidence of the Canadian government’s pub-
lic commitment to bringing stability to the Caribbean nation.

Since 2004, CIDA has funded numerous projects and initiatives de-
signed to foster economic growth, strengthen the delivery of basic ser-
vices, advance democratic reforms and human rights (especially human 
rights for women), and provide election support. According to political 
scientist Stephen Baranyi, the effects of these projects will not be known 
for many years; however, there are elements in these initiatives, such as 
support for programs to deal with gender-based violence, that have the 
potential to have a positive impact on the lives of Haitians.56 These initia-
tives, particularly those relating to state building, occurred in the con-
text of a larger policy shift by the Canadian government, first initiated by 
Prime Minister Paul Martin and subsequently adopted and expanded by 
Prime Minister Harper, to make good governance programming a cen-
tral component of Canada’s development assistance policies, particular-
ly with respect to investments in fragile and failed states.57 Perhaps the 
most striking example of this priority shift was the creation within CIDA 
of the Office for Democratic Governance in October 2006 to promote 
“freedom and democracy, human rights, the rule of law and open and 
accountable public institutions in developing countries.”58 Parliament was 
also supportive of the good governance agenda. In July 2007, the House 
of Commons Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International 
Development released a major report on Canada’s democracy promotion 
programs, in which it recommended that Canada become a “world lead-
er” in the promotion and advancement of democratic governance to the 
developing world.59 
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By its own admission, CIDA (which was merged with the Department 
of Foreign Affairs and International Trade in 2013) does not have a great 
track record when it comes to successful development in Haiti, particu-
larly with respect to good governance programming. In December 2004, 
the agency submitted a report to the Organisation for Economic Co-oper-
ation and Development (OECD) titled “Canadian Cooperation with Haiti: 
Reflecting on a Decade of ‘Difficult Partnership.’” As the title suggests, 
CIDA has found operating in Haiti to be a challenge. From 1994 to 2004, 
Canada spent $300 million on development assistance to Haiti, bring its 
total aid expenditure since 1968 to $600 million.60 The money was not 
necessarily well spent. According to the report, in the mid-1990s Canada 
ceased funding programs aimed at reforming the security and justice sec-
tors; the reason cited was “disappointing results,” which were attributed 
both to corruption and to “President René Préval’s leadership, which stag-
nated from political deadlock.”61 

While the significance of the internal political feuding within Haiti 
should not be minimized, several scholars and observers have been 
equally critical of CIDA’s past operations. Robert Muggah, a specialist 
on post-conflict state-building in fragile states, has argued that between 
1998 and 2002, “exogenous factors have played an equally insidious role 
in shaping the contours” of Haitian politics. Among other things, inter-
national donors withheld roughly $340 million in aid because of World 
Bank concerns relating to “political instability, woefully poor governance 
and corruption.”62 The impact was tremendous, although surely foresee-
able. Funding for the very sectors most in need of assistance, specifically 
in areas relating to security sector reform, was largely abandoned by 2000 
in response to controversies surrounding Aristide’s re-election, a decision 
that undoubtedly contributed to dysfunction within the criminal justice 
system.63 On top of this, Canada, like the US and EU, placed strict con-
ditions on aid and channelled money through civil society organizations 
instead of the national government, both of which undermined Aristide’s 
ability to govern.64

The coordination of aid, or “donor harmonization,” has also been a 
problem for CIDA, as well as for the international community in Haiti. 
In its December 2006 report, the House of Commons Standing Commit-
tee on Foreign Affairs and International Development faulted CIDA for 
engaging in “too many small short-term projects having little cumulative 
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effect.”65 Finally, Muggah has suggested that the international aid strategy 
to date has been “overambitious,” “erratic,” unevenly funded, and, perhaps 
more fundamentally problematic, it has never been “‘owned’ in any mean-
ingful sense by Haitians and the process was hardly ‘inclusive’ beyond 
consultation in the capital of Port-au-Prince and to a lesser extent in the 
regions.”66 Much of the reason for this stems from a lack of trust in Haitian 
authorities to govern effectively, as well as a lack of systematic understand-
ing of realities on the ground.67

Haiti, more than most countries, is susceptible to external shocks 
that have the effect of exacerbating political paralysis.68 In this respect, 
2008 was a particularly difficult year for the country. In February, the 
global food crisis that saw international prices for staples rise sharply had 
a dramatic effect on Haiti, which is a net food importer. With the price 
of rice out of reach for the majority of Haitians, riots broke out in Port-
au-Prince, which resulted in the impeachment of Préval’s prime minister, 
Jacques Édouard Alexis, in April, a move that compromised the govern-
ment’s ability to function. Only in the fall of 2008, after two hurricanes 
and two tropical storms hit Haiti in a period of three weeks, did Parliament 
finally approve a new prime minister, Michèle Pierre Louis, who had been 
Préval’s third choice for the job. Although faint, there were signs that life 
in Haiti was improving in 2009. Thanks to the worst natural disaster to hit 
Haiti in two hundred years, however, these gains were fleeting.

The Earthquake

In the early morning of 12 January 2010, an earthquake measuring 7.0 on 
the Richter scale rocked Port-au-Prince and its surrounding districts. The 
death toll was estimated at more than 230,000, while another 1.3 to 1.5 
million Haitians were driven from their homes and forced to live in “tem-
porary” displacement camps. Damage to property and infrastructure was 
estimated to be between $8 and $11 billion.69 The state infrastructure was 
also reduced to rubble: fifteen of seventeen government ministry build-
ings were destroyed, as was the Presidential Palace, the Parliament build-
ing and the Supreme Court. Had it not been for the rapid international 
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response and MINUSTAH’s existing presence on the ground, the disaster 
could have been much worse. 

For their part, Canadians reacted with overwhelming sympathy to 
the situation. The day after the earthquake, Canada’s Governor General, 
Haitian-born Michaëlle Jean—who had been in Haiti just days before and 
who would become UN Special Envoy to Haiti later that year—made an 
impassioned plea to Canadians and the world to lend a hand to Haiti.70 Ac-
cording to Baranyi, Canadians responded by donating “a record $220 mil-
lion to Haiti,” which Ottawa matched, and “at the International Donors’ 
Conference on 31 March, Canada pledged an additional $400 million over 
two years.”71 In addition to this substantial financial commitment, Can-
ada was actively involved with the Interim Haiti Recovery Commission, 
a temporary body consisting of Haitian and international actors that was 
responsible for developing and coordinating the reconstruction effort.

Yet in the half-decade since the earthquake, Haiti remains in a peril-
ous state. Although there were elections in 2011, the country is fragment-
ed politically. Despite the infusion of billions of dollars of aid money, the 
economy remains fragile. Moreover, the displacement camps that were 
supposed to be temporary remain in place, with few signs that they will be 
closed any time soon. Just as troubling, there have been reports of forced 
evictions and widespread sexual violence in the camps, as both domes-
tic and international police have struggled to provide security to those 
vulnerable to attack.72 All the while, Haiti has also become a de facto UN 
trusteeship, as donors have been unwilling, at least for the time being, to 
allow Haitian authorities full control of the affairs of the country.73

Conclusion

There is a common view—in Canada and abroad—that Haiti’s problems 
are intractable. It is, sadly, a sentiment that is not completely unwarrant-
ed, in part because of internal problems but also because international 
attempts at nation building have yet to produce anything beyond very 
limited and short-lived successes. If it thought that it could, Ottawa would 
undoubtedly disengage from Haiti; at various times since the late 1960s 
it has been tempted to do so. But there are compelling reasons to remain 
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involved. Many Canadian faith-based and development organizations 
have deep roots in Haiti, and the country is an important source of talent-
ed francophone immigrants. More important, until the day comes when 
Haiti’s problems no longer concern Washington, Canada will have little 
choice but to play a role in shaping the fate of Haitians, whether it wants 
to or not. As long as Haiti’s instability is deemed to pose a threat to inter-
national peace and security, this tiny Caribbean island country that pre-
sents no direct danger to Canadian national security will remain a fixture 
of Ottawa’s foreign policy.

Figure 2: Following the massive earthquake of January 2010, Canadians rallied in 
support of Haiti. In this photo, a Haitian family receives an emergency cooking and 
water storage kit. (Credit: CIDA/Benoit Aquin)
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